Questions for Wednesday, 29th March 2017
Set by: David Edwards

Question Reader: All parts of the answer shown in Bold Face are required. Parts shown in ordinary type are not
essential, but if given incorrectly will mean that the answer is wrong; for example, if the answer shown is “Tom
Watson”, “Watson” would be a correct answer, but “John Watson” would be incorrect. Parts shown in italics are
purely explanatory and are not required. If the answer offered is incomplete (for example, “Roosevelt” for
“Theodore Roosevelt”, you may, at your discretion, ask the person answering to expand the answer.
In the event of any problem, three spare questions can be found on the final sheet.

When you are ready to start reading the questions, proceed to the next page
Press Page Up or Page Down to move between rounds (or half-rounds for team questions)

Individual Round 1
1.

What is the term for the 16 federal subdivisions of Germany?

Land or Bundesland (singular) or
Länder or Bundesländer (plural)

2.

What three-letter abbreviation is NASA-speak for a “spacewalk”?

EVA
(Extra-Vehicular Activity)

3.

Which familiar mammal was also known as an urchin?

Hedgehog

4.

Tennis: which venue hosts the ATP World Tour Finals each November?

O2 Arena
(Prompt London)

5.

Which TV programme introduced the Clap-o-meter as a means of gauging audience response?

Opportunity Knocks

6.

The name of which branch of mathematics is Latin for a small pebble used for counting?

Calculus

7.

Which fruit or vegetable is the principal ingredient of the Middle Eastern dish, baba ghanoush?

Aubergine or Eggplant

8.

In printing, what is the term for aligning the edges of a block of text?

Justification

9.

Which area of the body is also known as the axilla?

Armpit

10.

The judge in a celebrated libel trial implied the wife of which author to have “elegance” and
“fragrance”?

Jeffrey Archer

Team Round 2
1.
Gotcha
a) On what charge was Dick Turpin tried and hanged?
b) What was the charge that eventually landed Al Capone in Alcatraz?
c) For what specific two-word offence was Oscar Wilde tried and imprisoned?
2.
Songs against War
a) Which Canadian wrote the song Universal Soldier?

Horse Theft/Stealing
(Prompt Theft or Stealing)
Income Tax Evasion
(Prompt Tax Evasion/Fraud)
Gross Indecency

Buffy Sainte-Marie

b) The lament Flowers of the Forest originally commemorated the losses at which battle?

Flodden (Field) or Branxton

c) According to Bob Dylan, which of his compositions, written in response to the Cuban Missile
Crisis, was compiled from songs “he thought he would never have time to write”?

A Hard Rain’s a-Gonna Fall

3.
Old Pratts
a) How was the Hollywood actor born William Henry Pratt known professionally?

Boris Karloff

b) What was the pseudonym of the writer born Denis Charles Pratt, who described himself as “one Quentin Crisp
of the stately homos of England”?
c) Which country’s prime minister survived a 1960 shooting by David Pratt, only to be assassinated South Africa
by Dimitri Tsafendas six years later?
(Dr Hendrik Verwoerd)
4.
Identify these terms from their Wikipedia explanations. All are also sci-fi film titles.
Space Terminology
a) “…a natural phenomenon by which all things with mass are brought toward one another…”
Gravity or Gravitation
b) “…a moving line that separates the illuminated day side from the dark night side of a planetary
body.”
c) (Used particularly in the context of black holes), “…the point at which the gravitational pull
becomes so great as to make escape impossible, even for light.”

The Terminator
Event Horizon

Team Round 2 (Continued)
5.
Artists Abroad
a) Which German became King’s Painter to King Henry VIII?

Hans Holbein (the Younger)

b) He worked mainly in Spain, but on which island was the painter El Greco born?

Crete

c) Which influential Caribbean-born Impressionist painted prolifically in London and its suburbs,
including among his subjects the Crystal Palace, Dulwich College and a cricket match.

Camille Pissarro

6.
Game Changers
a) What game, adapted from the older game Halma, is played by up to 6 players on a star-shaped
board?
b) Which familiar board game is a simplification of the Indian national game Pachisi, notable for its
cross-shaped board?
c) The game patented in Japan as Othello is almost identical to which 19th century English game?
7.
Mock Castles
a) Sometimes known as Smedley’s Folly, what is the ruined house that overlooks Matlock from the
south-east?
b) Which press magnate commissioned a “castle” at San Simeon, California and renovated another
on the South Wales coast?
c) Which architectural style takes its name from Horace Walpole’s embattled Twickenham villa?

Chinese Chequers (or Sternhalma)
Ludo
(Accept Sorry! or Parcheesi)
Reversi

Riber Castle
William Randolph Hearst
(Hearst Castle & St Donats Castle)
Strawberry Hill Gothic

8.
Sports Items
a) Which sportswoman has been married to tennis player John Lloyd, Olympic skier Andy Mill and Chris Evert
golfer Greg Norman?
b) Which British and Irish Lion is the long-term partner of former cycling world champion and 2016 George North
Olympic silver medallist Becky James?
c) Winner of Olympic silver and six Commonwealth medals, which TV presenter has been engaged Sharron Davies
to Olympic judo champion Neil Adams and married to, among others, athlete Derek Redmond?

Individual Round 3
1.

Who was UKIP’s only sitting MP until his resignation from the party last Saturday?

Douglas Carswell

2.

During a Grand National, which thoroughfare do finishers cross three times?

Melling Road

3.

Which acid’s presence makes rhubarb leaves poisonous?

Oxalic/Ethanedioic acid

4.

On which mode of transport are roses and castles the traditional decorative motifs?

Narrowboats
(Accept Canal boats)

5.

How many comprise the jury in a Scottish criminal trial?

15

6.

Which letter is often replaced by a so-called glottal stop in London or “Estuary” pronunciation?

T

7.

What historic name for Taiwan derives from the Portuguese for beautiful?

Formosa

8.

What is the traditional Swiss dish of shredded potatoes cooked as a fritter?

Rösti or Röschti

9.

Which philosophical movement is associated with Søren Kierkegaard and Jean-Paul Sartre?

Existentialism

10.

In which traditional pantomime are Robin Hood and Maid Marian the principal boy and
principal girl roles?

Babes in the Wood

Team Round 4
1.
Mythical Hounds
a) In Greek Mythology, who is the multi-headed hound that guards the Underworld?
b) Remembered in a place name and brand name, which legendary hound saved Prince Llywelyn’s
infant son from a wolf, only to be killed in the belief that the wolf’s blood was that of the boy?
c) In an episode inspired by the Barghest in Yorkshire folklore, an “immense dog” leaps ashore
from the storm-stricken schooner Demeter into the Whitby night. In which Victorian novel?
2.
Sporting Figures
a) What is the maximum number of characters plus spaces permitted in the name of a racehorse?

Cerberus
Gelert
Dracula

18

b) In cricket superstition, what ominous score is termed a Nelson?

111

c) During their violent and contentiously refereed 1974 tour of South Africa, what number was
adopted by the British Lions as the call to initiate a brawl?

Ninety-nine

3.
Colleges on TV
a) Which college did The Young Ones attend and, in one episode, represent on University
Challenge?
b) Caltech, associated with characters from The Big Bang Theory, is in which city?
c) The central characters of which drama series, aired from 2007 to 2013, were students at
Bristol’s Roundview Sixth Form College?
4.
Rocking Gorillas
a) Which Blur musician co-founded the virtual band Gorillaz?
b) A 2007 advertisement for which product featured a gorilla preparing to accompany In the Air
Tonight on the drums?
c) On the subject of drumming gorillas, what was the name of the one in The Banana Splits?

Scumbag College
Pasadena
Skins

Damon Albarn
Cadbury’s Dairy Milk
(Prompt Cadbury’s)
Bingo

Team Round 4 (Continued)
5.
Sensational Animals
a) What is detected by the so-called pit organs on the heads of many snake species?
b) Which species’ ultraviolet vision, unique among mammals, alerts it to predating wolves and
polar bears against the snow?
c) Which semi-aquatic animal is the only land-breeding mammal with an acute capacity to detect
electric fields, thanks to receptors around its characteristic rubbery snout?
6.
Once Upon a Time in the West
a) In the old American West, what were The Chisholm and The Goodnight-Loving?

Infrared (radiation/light)
(Accept Heat)
Reindeer or Caribou
(Duck-billed) Platypus

Cattle trails/drives

b) What linked St Joseph, Missouri and Sacramento, California from April 1860 to October 1861?

Pony Express

c) What reviled action during the winter of 1846-7 brought notoriety to the Donner Party wagon
train?

Cannibalism or equivalent

7.
Rings Around the Globe
a) What is the term for a circumference of the Earth through two points, used to determine the
shortest distance and most direct route between them?
b) What is the term for the apparent path of the Sun across the sky?
c) In accordance with its original definition, what distance is almost exactly one forty millionth of
the Earth’s polar circumference?

Great-circle (Accept Orthodrome
or Riemannian circle)
Ecliptic
Metre

8.
By what informal title incorporating its originator’s name is each of these works known:
Eponymous Works
a) The painting, Arrangement in Grey and Black No. 1;
Whistler’s Mother
b) The poem, Elegy Written in a Country Churchyard;

Gray’s Elegy

c) The aria, Ombra mai fu from the 1738 opera Xerxes or Serse?

Handel’s Largo

(Second Half) Individual Round 5
1.

Which East Midlands town is the home of the World’s largest (and now Britain’s only) bell
foundry?

Loughborough

2.

Which bid in Contract Bridge beats all others?

Seven No Trumps

3.

Which city’s earthquake-ravaged Anglican cathedral has been temporarily replaced by one built
largely from cardboard tubes and shipping containers?

Christchurch (New Zealand)

4.

Which household commodity is measured in cords in North America and stères in France?

Firewood

5.

Which King of England waged a campaign of slaughter and destruction known as the Harrying of William I (Accept W. of Normandy
the North?
or W. the Conqueror)

6.

What term for the turning effect of a force can also be a neck adornment?

Torque

7.

At a party in November 2016, which singer-songwriter had his face accidentally slashed by
Princess Beatrice during a simulated investiture ceremony?

Ed Sheeran

8.

What is the term for the sheath fitted to the top of a wine bottle to cover and protect the cork?

Capsule or Foil

9.

Which familiar household mineral is the main constituent of soapstone?

Talc

10.

What is the floral emblem of Australia?

(Golden) Wattle
(or Acacia pycnantha)

Team Round 6
1.
Animals in American Sport
a) What dog sled race runs almost 1000 miles from Anchorage to Nome, Alaska each March?
b) Ridden in races and rodeos, and taking its name from the distance over which it traditionally
competes, which registered horse breed is the USA’s most numerous?
c) Referring to their uniforms, on-field officials in US team sports are informally given the name of
which animals?
2.
Films About Films
a) Whom did Tom Hanks portray in Saving Mr Banks?
b) The 2000 film Shadow of the Vampire imagines excessive enthusiasm on the part of actor Max
Schreck to identify with his lead role in which silent classic?
c) Which Oscar-nominated 2011 movie chronicles events in 1957 during the filming of The Prince
and the Showgirl?
3.
Engineering in Song
a) Which standard of the operatic tenor’s repertoire commemorated the first cable railway up
Mount Vesuvius?
b) Which individual construction on the Columbia River was the subject of a Woody Guthrie song?
c) Which well-known children’s song has been cited as celebrating the opening of the Manchester
Ship Canal?
4.
Rising in Derbyshire
a) the Goyt, rising near Buxton;
b) the Amber, rising near Clay Cross;
c) the Rother, also rising near Clay Cross?

Iditerod Trail (Sled Dog Race)
(American) Quarter Horse
(from ¼ mile)
Zebras

Walt Disney
Nosferatu
My Week with Marilyn

Funiculì, Funiculà
Grand Coulee Dam
The Big Ship Sails on/down/thro’
the Alley Alley Oh

Which rivers discharge the waters of these Derbyshire tributaries into an estuary or the sea:
Mersey
Trent
(Prompt Humber an estuary not a river)
(Yorkshire) Ouse (Prompt Humber an estuary not a river)

Team Round 6 (Continued)
5.
Unfinished
a) What was Charles Dickens’ unfinished final novel?
b) Whose unfinished seventh novel, Sanditon, was completed and published more than 100 years
after the author’s death?
c) Which major Mozart work, catalogued K626, was performed in part only days after his death,
but required extensive work by his pupil Süssmayr to complete?
6.
Artists’ Materials
a) Which blue pigment is made from the ground-up gemstone lapis lazuli?

The Mystery of Edwin Drood
Jane Austen
Requiem Mass (in D minor)

Ultramarine

b) What is the term for the leather-headed stick used by painters as a rest to steady the hand?

Maulstick (or Mahlstick)

c) As well as referring to part of an electric motor or generator, what is the term for the
framework around which a sculpture is formed?

Armature

7.
From the Left
a) Which foreign language word for left has entered English to mean tactless or socially inept?
b) Which word for left in yet another language has come to mean malign or suggestive of evil?
c) Which widely-used colloquialism for clumsiness derives indirectly from the convention of
deploying the left hand for bottom wiping?
8.
Recording Weather
a) Incorporating the name of the lighthouse engineer who designed it, what is the term for the
louvred cabinet used to protect meteorological instruments from the elements?
b) What is the generic one-word term for an instrument that measures humidity?
c) What kind of weather front is conventionally represented on maps as a line with alternating
triangles and semicircles?

Gauche
(from French)
Sinister
(from Latin)
Cack-handedness
(or Cacky-h. or Keck-h. or Kecky-h.)
Stevenson screen
Hygrometer
(Not hydrometer)
Occluded front

Individual Round 7
1.

Making reference to their characteristic masonry cladding, what are the terraced townhouses of Brownstones
New York and other US cities called?

2.

In modern English, how would we refer to the four “colley birds” mentioned in The Twelve Days
of Christmas?

(Four) Blackbirds

3.

Referring to a type of video game, what does FPS stand for?

First-Person Shooter

4.

Which musician was a drummer with Nirvana but took on the role of guitarist and singer when
he formed the Foo Fighters?

Dave Grohl

5.

In 1861, which city became the first capital of the newly unified Kingdom of Italy?

Turin (or Torino)

6.

Translating as “all of the powers”, what in ancient Greece was the Pankration?

A (mixed) martial art (or e.g.
boxing-wrestling fusion etc)

7.

What kind of weapon was an arbalest?

Crossbow

8.

Which order of creatures which can communicate psittacosis give the sickness its name?

Parrots (or Psittacidae)
(Prompt Birds)

9.

Which named sequence of numbers begins 1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21?

Fibonacci series

10.

What kind of U-shaped lake is formed when a river meander is cut off?

Oxbow Lake (Accept Billabong)

Team Round 8
1.
Inheritance
a) What is the term for the inheritance custom by which an eldest son inherits the whole estate?

Primogeniture

b) Who inherits the entire proceeds of a tontine?

Last Survivor or equivalent

c) In the UK, what is the maximum individual estate that is not liable to inheritance tax?

£ 325 000

2.
Choirs and Orchestras
a) The conductor Gustavo Dudamel came to prominence as director of which Latin American
country’s celebrated youth orchestra?
b) What is the numerical name of the baroque choir directed since 1977 by Harry Christophers?
c) Which choirmaster trained choirs for such television programmes as Boys Don’t Sing and The
Choir: Military Wives?
3.
…according to Shakespeare
The Matter of Britain
a) Which Shakespeare play’s title character is a legendary King of Britain claimed to have ruled
around the 8th century BCE?
b) And which takes its title from the leader of the Catuvellauni tribe at about the time of Christ,
described by the Romans as King of the Britons?
c) Which “noble” character in Shakespeare shares his name with the Trojan reputed to have been
founder and first king of Britain?
4.
…Beyond the Day Job
Quiz and Game Show Hosts
a) Which former quiz show host was producer of The Price is Right and a passionate advocate for
repatriating the Elgin Marbles to Greece?
b) Which former presenter wrote the West End musical Share My Lettuce, and held appointments
with the National Trust, the Royal Opera House and the Tate and National Galleries?
c) Which Countdown host had a brief professional football career with Northampton Town?

Venezuela
The Sixteen
Gareth Malone

King Lear
Cymbeline
(from Cunobelinus or Cynfelyn)
Brutus

William G Stewart
Bamber Gascoigne
Des O’Connor

Team Round 8 (Continued)
5.
Scientific Locations
a) From which building did Galileo first demonstrate that dropped balls of different masses take
the same time to reach the ground?
b) To which island was Captain James Cook dispatched to observe the 1769 Transit of Venus?
c) In 1654, near which German city did Otto von Guericke demonstrate atmospheric pressure by
trying to separate an evacuated pair of hemispheres with two teams of horses?

(Leaning) Tower of Pisa
Tahiti
Magdeburg
(“Magdeburg Hemispheres Expt.”)

6.
Identify the forename and surname shared by each pair of international sportsmen:
Sporting Namesakes
a) The most capped All Blacks prop of all time … and an England striker who won a European Cup
Tony Woodcock
with Nottingham Forest;
b) An English Mixed Martial Arts champion who rejoices in the nickname Kong … and a two-time
Tom Watson
Ryder Cup captain and multiple “Majors” winner;
c) A current England bowler … and a forward in Wales’ 2017 Six Nations squad.
Jake Ball
7.
Royal Saints
a) Which 11th century king immediately preceded St George as England’s patron saint?
b) What was the regnal number of the French king canonised as St Louis?
c) Which saint, queen to Malcolm III and mother of three other Scottish kings, founded the ferry
service which operated until the Forth Road Bridge opened in 1964?
8.
Named Animals
a) a John Dory;
b) a Sally Lightfoot;
c) a Mother Shipton?

Edward the Confessor
(Prompt St Edward or Edward)
(Louis) IX
)
St Margaret (of Scotland/Wessex)

What type of creature is each of the following:
Fish
Crab (Accept Crustacean;
Prompt Shellfish)
Moth
(Prompt Insect)

Beer Round
1.
a) Which Virginia location is the site of the FBI Academy, for which it is often synonymous?

Quantico

b) In which country did the high street homeware and novelty shop chain Tiger originate?

Denmark

c) What type of coastal inlet, a submerged river valley, is the homophone of a flightless bird?

Ria (homophone of rhea)

2.
a) Which Virginia location is the site of the CIA Headquarters, for which it is often synonymous?

Langley

b) In which country did the high street gift shop chain Pylones originate?

France

c) Which of the Earth’s land biomes, its most extensive, is the homophone of a member of the cat
family?

Taiga (homophone of tiger)

Spare Questions
1.

Which eponymous actor’s professional collaborations first inspired an informal game based on
his supposed “six degrees of separation” from any other actor?

Kevin Bacon
(Six Degrees of Kevin Bacon)

2.

During the last twelve months, which anatomist, archaeologist and university professor has
presented the TV series The Incredible Human Journey and Digging for Britain?

Alice Roberts

3.

Which very recognisable breed, originally employed as a carriage dog, is known as the
“Firehouse Dog” in North America where it accompanied horse-drawn fire engines?

Dalmatian

